
I N F O R M A T I O N  S H E E T

Rat-free compost

Be an active composter 

Rats are shy and don’t like disturbances or noise.  Make sure your 
compost pile isn’t a restful haven for rat families by adding to it 
regularly. Aerating the material, by turning it or poking sticks through 
it, will speed up the composting process and encourage any critters 
who have moved in to move right back out again.   

Start trapping 

Not only will you be getting rid of your rodent problem but also doing 
something great for the local birds and lizards. The Halo Project sells 
subsidised traps and bait stations or you could pick up a trap from  
Sustainability Trust. 

Keep the menu vegan

You don’t have to be a vegan to discourage rats, but make sure 
that meat, fish, and dairy products stay out of the compost. Cooked 
and processed food like leftovers and bread should also be kept 
out. Why encourage animals by providing them with delicious, pre-
cooked treats? Consider setting up an indoor Bokashi system to 
deal with this kind of waste. 

Compost heaps can be warm, inviting pit stops for 
rats - but it doesn’t have to be that way. Here are a 
few tips on keeping rodents at bay.

What’s wrong with rats? 

As far as your compost’s 
health goes, there’s nothing 
wrong with rats living in it. 
However, rats are a major 
predator of native species 
and they carry diseases 
as well as being kind of...
unappealing. 

Most people would prefer to 
keep their compost free of 
rats.  Especially given that, in 
one year, a single rat pair can 
produce up to 2000 little ratty 
descendants. 

Luckily, whether through 
deterrence or trapping, rat-
free composting is entirely 
possible, and good for the 
environment. 

So don’t let the idea of rats 
stop you from composting! A rat tunnel. Time to get out the Victor trap.
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Your compost will be nice and warm if the material in it is breaking down 
properly. If you’re adding enough green material, it shouldn’t be too dry. 
The contents of an ideal compost bin should be about as moist as a 
wrung-out sponge. 

Prevent access 

Using a bin with a lid, rather than a loose heap, makes it harder for rats 
to gain access to your compost. But if rats can’t easily climb in the top 
or sides, they’ll happily burrow in underneath. Plastic bases for compost 
bins are available commercially and will keep rats out, but they’ll also 
prevent worms, and other beneficial organisms, from getting into your 
compost. 

A better solution is to wrap wire mesh around the bottom and underneath 
the bin, which will stop rats but still allow drainage, and let worms get 
in and do their important work. The smallest hole a rat can get through 
is only 1.25 centimetres (or 1/2”). Make sure the wire you use is small 
enough to stop a rat squeezing through the gaps.  

The right site 

Rats don’t like to cross open spaces and won’t want to be regularly 
exposed to get to a bin. Position  your the bin away from walls and 
fences and anywhere that can be a sheltered ‘runway’. Similarly, don’t 
tuck your compost bin away in a part of the garden you rarely visit. Put it 
somewhere that you regularly walk past, which will discourage rats and 
remind you to be an active composter. 

Reduce smells

Adding carbon materials, like newspaper, on top of your heap will stop 
smells that rats love. You can also cover your heap with a hessian sack. 
Try burying your food scraps in the middle of your heap where they’ll 
break down fastest - and also neutralize attractive food odours.

More info

The Halo Project has plenty 
of info on predator trapping 
and cheap traps:

http://halo.org.nz/

Sustainability Trust’s 
EcoShop for rat traps, 
worm farms, and Bokashi: 

sustaintrust.org.nz/shop

Predator Free NZ has more 
on why keeping rats in 
check matters:

http://predatorfreenz.org/

The right balance 

Too much of one thing 
can cause an imbalance 
and potentially encourage 
rodents. 

The graph below provides 
an example of a good mix of 
green and brown ingredients 
for your compost - from 60% 
to 90% brown. 

Food Scraps

Dry  
Leaves

News-
paper

Ash
Card-
board

Twigs

SeaweedCow
Poo 

The Victor trap and tunnel: Traps rats, stoats, 
and weasels.

Mesh with small gaps will even keep out young rats. 


